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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
2018 began with renewed vigour and focus on increasing the supply of housing across the County and with a second national
Housing Summit convened on the 22nd January by Minister Eoghan Murphy.
The Summit focused on actions to increase the supply of social housing units and sought progress reports on delivery of current
projects and information on the pipeline of future developments in Clare.
The Summit was followed by a Ministerial visit on the 29th January when the Minister visited housing projects in Shannon and
Clarecastle. All the while the usual service demands on the Social Directorate’s business were met with a renewed focus on work
plans and objectives for delivery in 2018.

HOUSING
•
Social Housing demand in Clare remains steady with
the local authority meeting the demand for housing through
a variety of mechanisms with c.270 housing units provided in
2017.
•
To respond to the intensification of activity and focus
on housing supply and to meet the target delivery dates advised
to the Department of Housing Clare County Council are increasing the size of the Council’s Capital Delivery Team, this team will
be focus on strategic development to ensure the current and
future provision of housing supply to meet the social housing
needs of the County .
•
In January 2017 Clare County Council returned a ‘Vacant
Homes Strategy’ report to the Department of Housing, Planning
and Local Government. This report considered and analysed the
census information which reported a vacancy rate of 19.6% in
Clare - higher than the national average of 12.3%. The conclusion of the report is that true vacancy in Clare is significantly
less than the reported figure at less than 10% and does not take
account of the significant number of holiday homes in Clare or
the fact that the vacancy that exists is generally detached rural
properties in areas of low housing demand. The Council’s return
of vacant homes into use will initially focus on vacant properties
located in areas of demand i.e. Kilrush, Kilkee, Ennistymon, Miltown Malbay, Cooraclare, Scarriff and Lisdoonvarna.
•
The number of people presenting to Homeless Services in Clare remains high and in line with levels throughout the
Country. The homeless figures for January 2018 indicate full occupancy of 16 beds at Laurel Lodge and as of the 26th January
there were 45 adults and 49 dependents in emergency accommodation. The Council is continuing to work with AHBs, DEP and
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HSE to provide accommodation and deliver appropriate services
for homeless persons in County Clare including the development
of a Homeless Action Team office and dedicated family hub accommodation and in this regard we recently closed the sale on
a property in Ennis.
Correspondence from the Department of Housing,
•
Planning and Local Government of the 19th January 2018 advised Local Authorities of the National rollout of the Homeless
HAP Place Finder Service. This service is to assist those homeless
or at risk of homeless to secure private rented accommodation
under the HAP scheme. Clare County Council has made a submission to the Department to provide funding for the resource
required to deliver this service.
•
Clare County Council continues to deliver homes for
households on the Council’s waiting list and in January the following was achieved:
•

Acquisitions

January was a quieter month in terms of house acquisitions due
to a reduction in the number of properties on the market thus
increasing competition and prices on the properties that are for
sale.
Contracts were signed for 5 properties and sales closed for 3
properties during the month of December.
In January two sales were agreed with a number of others in
negotiation. It is the Council’s intention to continue with our acquisition programme while market value still exists.
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HOUSING
•

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
The breakdown of valid Applications received in 2017:

Incentivised Schemes

It is hoped that the vacant homes website www.vacanthomes.ie
will facilitate a greater take up of both the Buy and Renew and
Repair and Lease (RLS) schemes to bring properties back to use.
In this regard we would welcome enquiries or expressions of interest if anyone is aware of vacant properties in their locality.
•
New Rebuilding Ireland Affordable Loan
The Rebuilding Ireland Home Loan is a new low cost fixed rate
local authority mortgage. It is targeted at credit worthy low
to middle income first time buyers. It is a normal capital and
interest-bearing mortgage which is repaid by direct debit on
a monthly basis. There are three rate products being offered
namely:
- 2% fixed for up to 25 years;
- 2.25% fixed for up to 30 years
- 2.30% variable for up to 30 years
The above rates are exclusive of Mortgage Protection Insurance.
The Housing Loans staff have received a considerable number of
enquiries since its announcement and it is anticipated there will
be a good take-up of this loan type.
•
Rental and Leasing
CCC continues to increase the supply of housing stock through
these channels to meet the housing demand. Currently applicants housing need is being met as follows:
- Rental Accommodation Scheme (RAS) = 378
- Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) = 1208
- Short term leasing = 118
- Long term leasing = 127
- Approved Housing Body lease arrangement = 135
The Council welcomes enquiries from homeowners interested in
making their property available for letting.
•
Housing Refurbishment and Maintenance
The management and turnaround of our housing stock to minimise voids is continuously assessed and hereunder is the activity
in this regard:

* * this figure does not include properties which have become
vacant after 1st February nor does it include acquisitions and
long-term voids

Applicant priority is assessed on medical, compassionate and
waiting time criteria. Letters of referral and support from HSE
medical professionals is required for applications to receive immediate funding. CCC is constantly reviewing applications on the
waiting list under the 3 grant schemes and prioritising them for
approval.

SPORTS & RECREATION
•
Funding of €98,500 has been granted from the 2017
Sports Capital Programme towards the completion of the works
programme at Active Ennis Tim Smythe Park.
•
A funding allocation of €82,000 has been granted from
the 2017 Sports Capital Programme for Dressing Room and Toilet Facilities at Active Kilrush Sports Complex. As the amount
granted is not in line with the budget cost and owing to some
confusion with regard to the application CCC has appealed the
allocation amount based on our communications with and advice from the Department of Tourism, Transport and Sport.
•
The official opening of the Astro Turf at Active Ennis
John O Sullivan Park, Lees Road, the Gym at Active Ennis Leisure
Complex and the integrated soccer and GAA pitches at Active Kilrush Sports Complex are scheduled to take place early February.
•
The 7th annual ‘Irish International Christmas Tree
Throwing Championship’ took place on 7th January 2018 in Active Ennis Tim Smythe Park from 1-3pm. With over 200 competitors of all ages taking part. The Mid West Simon Community
was this year’s chosen charity and over €400 was raised on their
behalf. This year, news of the event reached Australia. Head of
Sports & Recreation, Tim Forde, was interviewed for over four
minutes on ABC Gold Coast Radio.

•
Grants
The demand for all three grants continues to grow and despite
an increase in approvals there remains 270 grant applications on
hand on a waiting list. To plan the work programme in this area
for 2018 the number of applications received in 2017 was reviewed, the table below gives the breakdown for Housing Adaptation, Housing Aid and Mobility Aid grants. With this in mind it
is expected that a further 420 applications will be received during 2018 which will require a similar funding allocation to that
received in 2017 which equated to €2.82m.
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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

CULTURAL SERVICES

Clare County Library
• Public libraries, including Clare County Library, are currently
delivering the nationwide ‘Healthy Ireland at Your Library’ programme that will establish libraries as a valuable source within
the community for health information. Clare County Library has
enhanced its health and wellbeing book collections (digital and
hardcopy), and provided staff training, events, and promotion.
• Events in Clare Library branches to date include workshops
on mindfulness and meditation in Shannon, Scariff and Sixmilebridge, and a ‘Wellness for Life’ workshop in Ennis. The initiative
has seen working relationships established with organizations
such the Clare Sports Partnership, the HSE and the GPA as well
as local schools and community groups.
•
The acquisition by the Local Studies Centre of the ‘Clare
Champion’ 1951 – 2016 on microfilm means there is now a
complete run of the newspaper from its inception in 1903 up to
2016 on microfilm. This affords library users the choice of consulting the archive in both hard copy and on microfilm.

•
Corofin Library is running ‘Introduction to Online Library
Services’ sessions. The public are invited to discover how to access electronic library books; download e-magazines; access
online language and e-learning courses; renew library books
online and request books online.

•
Kilrush Library refurbishment works commenced on 11th
January. The library will be closed until mid-March. The work is
being carried out by JADA Contractors and is a combination of
legislative upgrades (fire and disability) and also energy efficient
measures.
•
‘Thinking Outside the Lochs’ is a down-to-earth way of
learning Irish in Scariff Library. Pól Ó Murchú brings his experience in learning the Irish language as an outsider, despite facing
many obstacles. He will examine the sophisticated structure of
the language and why it can be a challenge for a Béarlóir to
learn it.
Clare Arts Office
• The Arts Office announced the Assistance under the Arts Act
grants for artists and arts organisations countywide.
• A call for the Embrace Arts and Disability programme and
Gaining Ground arts commissions also issued.

•
Clare FM book club, storytime, book clubs, film clubs etc.
continued as usual this month.
• Chess classes have started In Scarriff Library. Tutor Stephen
Danaher, over a 12-week period, will teach children aged 7-12
years to play chess.
• The launch of the Ennis Book Club Festival 2018 programme
took place on 23rd January. The festival, supported by Clare Library, takes place during the first weekend in March.

• Fit out of the new EASI studios in Ennis began in advance of
the opening next month. Located at Tobertascáin , this facility
provides working spaces for those involved in the arts generally
and is a welcome addition to the portfolio of arts spaces opening up for the creative industries in the county.
Clare Museum
Activities revolved around setting up three new educational
workshops for launch in the early spring, and cataloguing the
collection. Seven schools are already booked in for the Saint
Bridget’s Day workshop, beginning on 30th January.
Accessioning of items continues (in 2017 a total 275 items were
accessioned and made the property of the Council) and in January 2018 16 items have been accessioned.
Archives
Digitisation work continues in the addition of metadata to digitised images by a part time staff member.
Work is progressing on the Ennis Urban Authority Collection.
This collection consists of Minute Books, Managers’ Orders, Employee wage books and financial records in addition to housing
ledgers and drawings.
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT
January 2018 Actions: Monthly Management Report for the February Meeting of Clare County Council.

Promoting the Blueway

Carron Parochial House
The local community in Carron
recently invited the Rural Development Directorate to facilitate 2
public meetings on the 5 December 2017 and 16 January 2018 to
discuss options for a project and
new community function in the vacant parochial house.
The local community are currently researching options supported by Clare County Council’s directorates.

Rural Re-Jigs at PPN Conference
Pictured promoting the soon to be launched Lough Derg Blueway at the Holiday World Trade Show in Dublin is (l-r) Dick Ridge
of Podumna Village; Deirdre O’Shea (Administrative Officer, Rural Development) and Geraldine Gormley of Riverrun Cottages.

Pictured at the PPN Conference Rural Re-Jigs on 9th December 2017 were Leonard Cleary, Director of Service Rural Development & West Clare Municipal District (Acting) and Cillian
Murphy, Conference MC and PPN Executive.

Blueways are a network of multi-activity recreational trails on or
close to water. The magic of Lough Derg is the extensive history,
culture and art embedded within the spectacular scenery. The
Rural Development Directorate of Clare County Council led this
regional REDZ project in collaboration with Waterways Ireland,
Tipperary County Council, Galway County Council and the Lough
Derg Marketing Group. The Lough Derg Blueway will be formally
launched on the 6th March 2018.

Rural Uber

The County’s Rural and Community Development Strategy identified rural
transport as a challenge to be addressed. An Uber-Type solution was proposed.
The Rural Development Directorate has been successful in achieving partfunding of €25,000 from Enterprise Ireland to check the feasibility of delivering this solution.
Towards the end of March 2018, a number of companies will be invited to tender to develop a solution whose feasibility will be assessed by an expert panel.
The Rural Development Directorate have invited the Western Development
Commission (WDC) to assist in the assessment process.
Should the Feasibility Phase prove successful the Rural Development Directorate will apply to Enterprise Ireland for additional funding to help complete the
development of a Prototype in Phase 2 (late Summer 2018).

The Prototype Phase will also involve an open tender process and will be used
to identify companies who can deliver the solution(s) that were considered
feasible in Phase 1. This Phase will involve market testing in a number of contiguous communities in West Clare.
The scheme is being supported by the JPC, Garda Siochana, Kilkee Chamber of Commerce, Kilkee Tourism, Kilkee Tidy Towns, the
West Clare MD & Rural Development Dept, Clare County Council.
A public meeting was held in Kilkee on Monday 13th November, 2017 outlining details and requirements of the scheme which was
greatly supported by both residents and businesses of the town.
The application demonstrates the effective partnership between Clare County Council, Kilkee Community groups and the Gardai
in line with the Clare Rural Development Strategy.
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Clare Comhairle na nÓg

deliver the next Social Inclusion and Community Activation Programme (SICAP).
SICAP provides funding to tackle poverty and social exclusion
at a local level through local engagement and partnerships between disadvantaged individuals, community organisations and
public sector agencies.

Clare Comhairle na nÓg made a presentation to the Oireachtas
Committee for Youth Affairs on Wednesday 7th February on a
campaign they have developed to educate teenagers on cyber
safety and the dangers of “sexting”.

The Programme aims to address high and persistent levels of
deprivation, unemployment and disengaged communities and
people, through targeted and innovative locally-led approaches. It targets supports at those who are disadvantaged in Irish
society and less likely to use mainstream services.

The group, which comprises young people (13 to 18 year olds)
from all over Clare, last year hosted a “Sexting Peer Education
Workshop”. The workshop is based on an initiative by the Icelandic-based Youth Council of Samfés which participated in an
exchange with Clare Comhairle na nÓg in 2016 and 2017.

This is one of the many Programmes that are successfully delivering on the objectives of the 6-year statutory Local Economic &
Community Plan. It targets resources to those most in need and
is an important enabler of social inclusion, community engagement and personal development.

Next week’s presentation follows new research showing that almost half of Irish teenagers in their final year at school say they
have participated in sexting, which is defined as the sharing of
sexual text, video, and photographic content using phone, social networks, apps and other technologies. The study shows
that sexting activity increased progressively through each year
of second-level education.

SICAP is funded by the Department of Rural & Community Development with co-financing from the European Social Fund in
Ireland and is managed locally by Clare LCDC with support from
Clare County Council.

Kilkee Walkway

Clare Comhairle na nÓg also made a presentation to members
of the Committee on the outcome of a Cyber Safety Workshop
for students which was designed by McAfee, facilitated by Clare
Youth Service and funded by Clare Local Development Company
in 2016 and 2017. 752 young people, mainly first year students,
took part in the programme in schools across Clare.
Comhairle na nÓg, which is part of a programme being run by
the Office of Department of Children and Youth Affairs, is a local forum for young people where they can discuss local and
national issues of relevance to them.

SICAP contract signed
€5.2m is being invested in the work of community organisations
and public sector agencies in tackling poverty and social exclusion across Clare over the next five years.

George’s Head is a scenic focal point located at the East End, Kilkee with the town’s Golf Course located along the route. However, it is not linked by a continuous walkway from the town.

The Clare Local Community Development Committee (LCDC), a
sub-committee of Clare County Council, signed a contract with
Clare Local Development Company (CLDC) on 14 December to

The Rural Development and West Clare Municipal District Directorate are preparing an application for FLAG funding towards
the provision of a walkway which will link up to the town.
The length of the proposed walkway is 850 metres involving an
upgrade and extension of the existing walkway. This will provide the public with a continuous walkway of 7km (East End to
West End).
It is also proposed to extend/upgrade the pathway leading from
the steps at Byrne’s Cove to the ladders where people access
the water. This represents a major tourism asset in West Clare.
In delivering on the combined towns and cooperating parishes
initiative of the Rural Development Strategy, this new product
will be included in a joint tourism package being developed by
local businesses. This is part of a local effort to extend the tourism season which aims to increase visitor numbers and economic growth in the area annually.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING & ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
January 2018 - Key Activities

•
A tender issued inviting proposals to provide Design
Consultancy Services in the preparation of a Proposed Visitor
Signage Plan for Kilrush Town and Cappa Village, which is an
objective of the Clare County Development Plan 2017-2023.

Development Management
•
59 planning applications were received by Clare County Council in January.

•
On 18th January 2018 a briefing and workshop was
held with the Elected Members of Clare County Council in relation to the recently published Regional Spatial and Economic
Strategy Issues Paper. The main elements of the issues paper
were outlined to the Elected Members by Brian McCarthy A/
Director of Economic Development and this was followed with
a discussion of the issues as they relate to County Clare.

•
30 pre-planning applications were received during the
month of January. 6 of the 30 preplanning applications received
have been closed out.
Enforcement
•
14 complaints were received, 23 warning letters were
issued, 3 enforcement notices were served and 18 files were
closed during the month of January.

•
The deadline for submissions on the Regional Spatial
and Economic Strategy for the Shannon Region has been extended for a second time to 16th February 2018. Submissions
are being prepared from Clare County Council, the Elected
Members of Clare County Council and from the Economic Development Strategic Policy Committee.

Taking in Charge
•
The Planning Authority has commenced the statutory process on 8 estates in January 2018 with 1 estate taken in
charge in January.

•
The assessment of tenders received for the construction of the Shannon Town Park has been undertaken and it is
anticipated that the successful tenderer will be appointed in the
near future.

•
Significant progress is being made on the completion
of works on many other estates which will result in the advertisement of these for Taking in Charge over the coming months
once final inspections have been completed.

EMPLOYMENT & LOCAL ENTERPRISE OFFICE

Conservation and Built Heritage
•
The Architectural Conservation Officer facilitated
meetings regarding graveyard boundary walls, ivy cutting and
graveyard extensions and met with 4 no. Community/Tidy
Towns Groups. He also met with Burren Geopark and following
the success of the Building Lime Course in Kilnaboy in December, he has had discussions regarding the hosting of a further
course.

•
LEO Clare hosted four different training courses across
the county which were attended by fifty four clients
•
The regional judging for the IBYE competition took
place on 16th January and the awards ceremony was held
in the Killarney on the same evening. The awards were presented by Mr Pat Breen, Minister for Employment and Small
Business. This year there were 12 finalists from the counties
of Clare, Tipperary, Limerick and Kerry. Unfortunately this year
there was no Clare winners
•
Showcase Exhibition took place in the RDS, Dublin
from 21st – 24th January 2018. LEO Clare supported 5 client
companies to attend this exhibition. This exhibition is aimed at
craft/ design businesses and attracts international buyers.

The Architectural Conservation Officer issued 3 no.
•
Section 57 Declarations in January to permit essential works to
Protected Structures in the County. He also prepared conservation reports for 7 no. planning applications and issued four notifications to the National Monuments Service regarding repairs
to monuments.

TOURISM

January 2018 - Key Activities

Heritage
Ennis Public Realm Projects – Consultant Nicholas de
•
Jong & Associates is progressing preliminary proposals for the
enhancement of Old Barrack Street/Barrack Square and has had
informal consultations with the businesses’ in the area. A public
information evening is to be held on Wednesday 7th February
in the Old Ground Hotel between 5-7pm where an exhibition
of the proposals may be viewed and all interested parties are
welcome.

Clare County Council is inviting groups, businesses, societies
and clubs from all over Clare to take part in the 2018 Ennis St.
Patrick’s Day Parade which takes place on Saturday 17 March at
11.00 a.m. In excess of 10,000 people lined the streets of the
Clare County Capital during last year’s parade, which featured
50 groups representing the many aspects of life in County Clare.
The theme for this year’s Parade is ‘Ennis – Ireland’s Friendliest Place’, which the Local Authority says provides participating
groups, organisations, bands, schools and members of the public
an opportunity to celebrate the recently awarded status. Everest
mountaineer and Elevate founder, John Burke has been named
Grand Marshal of this year’s Ennis St. Patrick’s Day Parade.

The Ennis Town Centre Health Check report was pub•
lished in January. Ennis was selected to participate in a trans-disciplinary National Town Centre Health Check pilot programme,
led by the Heritage Council, the aim of which was to assess the
vitality, vibrancy and viability of the town centre area.
Forward Planning
Count number 8 of the Bird Usage Survey for the Shan•
non Estuary was completed on the 25th and 26th of January
2018 as part of the implementation of the SIFP – led by the
Planning Department.
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FINANCE & SUPPORT SERVICES
CORPORATE SERVICES
• Joint Policing Committee
The next meeting of the Joint Policing Committee will be held on Monday, 12th February at 11.15 am in Áras Contae an Chláir.
• Tracking System for Motions adopted at Council meetings
Arrangements are being made with the Meetings Administrators of the Municipal Districts to extend the new IT system for the
tracking of actions agreed on motions adopted at MD meetings with a view to rolling this out to the Municipal Districts.
• Register of Electors- Changes to Constituency of County Clare
The Electoral Amendment (Dáil Constituencies) Act 2017 was signed into law by the President on 23rd December 2017. This Act
include a Schedule which sets out the constituencies that will be in place for the next Dáil and Presidential elections and referendums on and after the next dissolution of the Dáil. In the meantime, the constituencies established by the Electoral Act in 2013 will
continue in force. The Act can be viewed on www.oireachtas.ie and the Constituency commission report can be viewed on www.
constituency-commission.ie
• Office of the Ombudsman
During the year 2017, the Council received 7 complaints from the Office of the Ombudsman (including the Ombudsman for Children ) on behalf of members of the public in relation to the services provided by the Council. This is a decrease of 56% on the year
2016 and 2016 was significantly less than 2015 also. We strive to reply fully to such complaints with the objective of ensuring that
the issues raised by the complainants are fully investigated. Some of these cases are still open.
Establishment of Local Electoral
Area Boundary Committees
Notification has been received of the establishment
of two local electoral area boundary committees to
review local electoral areas and to report to the Minister for Local Government and Electoral Reform, Mr.
John Paul Phelan T.D. within six months.
It is being undertaken in prospect of local elections
to be held in 2019 and having regard to the results
of Census 2016. Further details of the legal fees paid
in the year 2017 are set out opposite. This table provides a breakdown of the various types of legal fees
paid, broken down between the revenue account and
the capital account.
It should be noted that the much of the sums paid on
the capital account are recoupable.
HUMAN RESOURCES
• During the month of January there were panels formed for Executive Planner, Assistant Planner, General Operative/Driver 2
(for the Find and Fix crew) and Retained Fire Fighters Competition (Ennis, Ennistymon, Scariff and Shannon Fire Stations). Future
vacancies for these posts will be filled from these panels.
• Open Competitions were advertised for ‘Whole- Time Station Officer’ in Ennis Fire Station, Assistant Staff Officer, Beach Lifeguard (Seasonal work) and Health and Safety Officer.
• There are also confined competitions advertised for the post of Tourism Officer, Waste Water Inspector, Craftsman and Rural
Development Officer. Interviews will be held in the coming weeks and posts will be filled from these panels as they arise.
• During the month there were 13 training courses held with 370 staff participating. 174 staff attended the Data Protection Compliance training with the following courses also provided: Customer Care, Lone Working Devices, Microsoft Excel, Payroll, Project
Supervisor Design Process, Forklift, Safe-pass and Water loss & Leakage Management.
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
ROADWORKS PROGRAMME & OPERATIONS

•
In late 2017, TII announced its allocation of core grants
for 2018 – a total of €2.07 million for Clare – the most striking
aspect being a significant reduction in the allocation to cater for
the day to day maintenance of National Secondary Roads.
•
On January 26th, DTTaS announced details of its Non
National allocations for 2017 – a total of €23.537 million for Clare
Co Council and a significant increase over 2017. The most notable features include increases of between 15 and 20% in respect of the key Improvement and Surface Dressing grants, almost €450,000 to cater for road drainage requirements (a new
grant category) and €1.25 million to facilitate completion of the
Latoon Bridge project. Details in relation to CIS and LIS will be
announced in due course.

The 2017 Roadworks Programme was substantially completed
on time and the ancillary funding allocations were successfully
claimed and secured. Among the main components of same
were:
•
Total expenditure of approximately €22,000,000 including €2 million from TII in respect of National Roads, €17 million
from DTTaS in respect of Non National Roads and €3 million from
the Councils Own Resources.
•
Full implementation of all of the main elements of the
2017 SMDW
•
Commencement of implementation of major remediation project on Latoon Creek Bridge – the contract in ongoing
and due to be completed in May.
•
An extensive multi-site overlay contract across the
county was completed towards the end of the year
•
A CIS programme of works was completed on 14 local
roads throughout the county – to the value of €200,000
•
An extensive LIS programme (valued at almost
€1,000,000) was completed on 27 private roads throughout the
county – in spite of the very late announcement of allocation of
funding.

•
Work has commenced on the preparation of the 2018
SMDW and when completed to draft stage, will be brought to
MD Councils for consideration. This year the schedule will include proposals to address potential claims associated with slips,
trips and falls on public infrastructure among other risk management works, to be funded from an increased dividend payable
from our insurers IPBMI.
•
The overlay work which had been scheduled for 2016
for Bealaha on the N67, but couldn’t proceed because watermain rehabilitation works which had been planned by Irish Water didn’t go ahead, is to proceed in the near future in association with the rehabilitation works – Irish Water has tendered
the amalgamated works, is considering the submitted tenders at
present and the appointment of a contractor is expected within
a few weeks.

PUBLIC LIGHTING
Clare County Council has responsibility for the management
and maintenance of almost 14,000 public lights. These lights
are maintained under contract by Airtricity – in general, the
contract is working well but it is becoming more difficult to
maintain lantern replacement requirements due to curtailment
of manufacture of the lanterns because of the ongoing evolution of LED as the new norm into the future.
The key priorities from a public lighting point of view include
complete changeover to LED technology, achievement of the
2020 Carbon footprint reduction target and replacement of
supporting infrastructure where required. The fact that the National Inventory of Public Lights has been updated has informed
the fact that the National Public Lighting steering group is of the
view that an investment of between €250 and €300 million is
required (Nationally) to provide the necessary upgrade to the
infrastructure over the next 3 years.
Present indications are that financial arrangements may be
put in place to facilitate Local Authorities in upgrading to LED
technology which in turn would support very significant energy
savings. The aspiration is that every Local Authority would pay
back the cost of the finance as energy savings evolve and so,
the endeavour shouldn’t make any difference to the LA in terms
of what would have to be budgeted for. Such a concept could
not apply in relation to the large scale infrastructural (columns,
cabling, civils and so on) work which is required and which is
likely to demand significant additional budget provision – the
aforementioned energy savings may facilitate some of this cost
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but the Council may have to ring-fence some resources of its
own in this regard also. It is likely that, for the purpose of LED
retrofitting, the country will be divided into 3 regions with the
Southern region, which would probably include Clare, being the
first to go to tender – possibly within 12 months.
For the benefit of Councillors, the following are the options
available to facilitate reporting of public lighting faults:
• Internet: Direct reporting on our website – www.airtricitysolutions.com
• Phone: Airtricity Utility Solutions Call Centre – 1850 372 772
• Local Authority Identification – via www.clarecoco.ie or Contact number.
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

STORM DAMAGE (Jan/Feb 2014)

The following table sets out the current position in relation to Strengthening and significant Remediation projects:
PROJECT

CURRENT SITUATION

Cloughaninchy

A planning application for a Minor flood and coastal defence scheme has recently been submitted and is expected to conclude under the Part VIII process in May.

New Quay/Aughinish

The Feasibility Study has been completed by the consultants and submitted to the OPW for its consideration.

Doolin

The Feasibility Study is substantially completed. A meeting has taken place between the consultants and the
consultants who are leading the Doolin Harbour and Masterplan development project to reconcile matters
of common interest in relation to coastal defence requirements. The project consultant is now in a position
to complete the Feasibility Study which will be submitted to the OPW for its consideration in February, 2018.

Liscannor Bay

Feasibiliity Study completed and submitted to the OPW –response currently awaited from the OPW.

Lahinch South

Consultants design work ongoing. The formal planning process (Part VIII) concluded in May of 2017. The
ancillary Foreshore Licence Application process is ongoing and an outcome is awaited. This coastal strengthening project will proceed as soon as possible after the Foreshore Lease is confirmed.

Whitestrand (Miltown)

The OPW has indicated that it needs further clarification in relation to some technical issues and to support
the BCR in relation to this project and has advised that, if approved, it would be dealt with under the Minor
Works Programme.

Quilty

The OPW has responded in relation to the Councils submission and has expressed reservations re the prospective cost and BCR pertaining to the proposal and in doing so has suggested some technical variations
which the Council should consider. The project consultants are now reappraising the report in this context.

Spanish Point

The OPW has indicated that it needs further clarification to support the BCR in relation to this project and
has advised that, if approved, it would be dealt with under the Minor Works Programme.

Ross Bay

Strengthening requirements – application to appoint consultant to carry out Feasibility Study still under consideration by the OPW.

Kilbaha

Feasibility Study completed and submitted to the OPW – BCR in relation to proposed solution is positive –
awaiting outcome from OPW.

Atlantic Coastline/IFA

The environmental issues around Lough Donnell remain sensitive and the Environmental Consultants have
determined that the preparation of a Natura Impact Statement (NIS) is required to progress the issue – meaning that the formal planning application to facilitate the proposed works will have to be dealt with by An Bord
Pleanala rather than the Council. The NIS is presently being prepared and it should be feasible to submit the
ancillary planning application to AnBP by early April.

Estuary Coastline/IFA

An embankment repair works contract (contractor appointed) is about to get underway in relation to 10 sites – commencement delayed due to adverse weather. Work has been substantially
completed recently in relation to 7 sluices – in the Ballycorick, Kildysart, Ross Bay and Fodra areas.

• Cumulative expenditure to date is in excess of €16.1 million.
• The sum remaining to be spent in relation to the coastal damage repair programme is €2.9 million. The programme is substantially completed with the exception of the extension of the
already completed Promenade revetment project in a Southerly direction at the back of Lahinch village – refer to details in
above table.
• Separately, the strategy pertaining to coastal strengthening
proposals is ongoing – as set out in the above table. The cost of

Feasibility Studies and other ancillary outlay is being separately
funded by the Office of Public Works and is not part of the sums
referred to under the previous 2 bullet points.
• We are presently endeavouring to arrange a meeting with the
OPW with a view to determination of position from its point of
view in relation to the Coastal Strengthening Programme and to
emphasise the urgency of development of a funding stream to
facilitate the formal Planning and construction stages of these
projects. This meeting is likely to proceed in March.

Flood Relief Schemes:

Planning process should commence in April of 2018 – to be
completed in July and to be followed by tender and construction. Pending confirmation of required approvals and availability of funding, construction should get underway during the 3rd
quarter of 2018 – a 4-6 month construction period is envisaged.
•
Milltown Malbay: A hydrological assessment of the
Northern part of the town, centred around Church Street has
been completed and proposes a solution which would involve
upgrading of existing culvert and drainage infrastructure as
well as extension of the down-gradiant open channel system
to facilitate efficient disposal of surface water to the Cleadagh
River. The project consultant is well advanced at present and
the formal planning process should commence imminently with
approval anticipated by June 2018. Pending funding approval,
the tender process should get underway by mid-Summer to be
followed by a 6 month construction period.

Arising from previous extreme flood events, including those
of the 2015/16 Winter period, the Council has been pursuing
feasible solutions in a number of areas with a view to minimisation of risk in the event that situations of a similar nature occur again. Among the locations under consideration
are Springfield, Milltown Malbay, Ballyvaughan, Murtyclough
(near New Quay), Kilkee and Clarecastle – the up to date position in relation to each is as follows:
Springfield, Clonlara: The appointed consultants are
•
continuing their work and having gathered all available relevant
information are proceeding to complete a comprehensive picture of the situation on the ground. Following completion of
a technical, environmental and economic appraisal, the formal
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

• Ballyvaughan: Following a hydrological assessment in relation to
the problems experienced in Ballyvaughan, the proposed solution
would involve capacity adjustment of the existing channel and outfall
facilitating drainage of the catchment which heretofore hasn’t been
able to cope in extreme flooding situations. The BCR is marginally
positive and a consultant is being appointed presently. The formal
planning process should commence ca. April 2018 with approval anticipated by September 2018. Pending funding approval, the tender
process should get underway by October to be followed by a 4 month
construction period.
• Murtyclough: The N67 was closed to traffic for 6 weeks in late
2015/early 2016 and the recommended solution, following a hydrological assessment, involves the provision of a pumping station to dispose of surplus flood water to Galway Bay. There are significant environmental designations and sensitivities in the area and it has been
confirmed that an NIS is required – meaning that the formal planning
process has to be conducted by An Bord Pleannala. In this context,
the planning process should commence in March with approval anticipated by September 2018. Pending funding approval, the tender
process should get underway by October to be followed by a 4 to 6
month construction period.
• Kilkee: Following on from an extreme flood event in Kilkee in 2017
and taking account of the fact that the location is acknowledged in
CFRAMS as one which is in need of further assessment, we propose
to arrange for feasibility regarding the development of an appropriate flood defence scheme. Tender documents are being prepared to
facilitate the appointment of a consultant to develop the preferred
option identified via CFRAMS – the first step being to confirm the
technical, environmental and economic viability of the proposal.
• Clarecastle (Thomond Villas): This location is vulnerable to flooding during periods when high tides and ancillary sea swells are manifest. A hydrological assessment has identified a potential solution
which would have a positive BCR. A consultant is now to be engaged
to facilitate detailed design and preparation of a formal planning application – following which, pending confirmation of Planning Approval, an application for funding will be submitted to the OPW.
CAPITAL PROJECTS:
The following is the up-to-date position in relation to a no. of strategic
projects which are at various stages of development.
• Killaloe By-Pass – Positive news emerged within the past week in
that, following the recent review of the National Capital Development Plan, funding availability has improved and the project will now
be tendered as a single phase project rather than two phase – it is
expected that the construction of the entire project will go to tender in 2019 and the envisaged completion date would be circa late
2022. Liaison is continuing to take place with property owners and
acquisitions of the required lands is the current key objective – this
is progressing well and some property acquisition has been agreed.
An allocation of €6,500,000 is included in the 2018 Schedule of Road
Grants to facilitate continuation of this stage of the project.
• Limerick Northern Distributor Road (Phase 2) –Due to the prospective change in the scope of the overall project and, as a result of the
outcome of Development Plan variations, the funding agency, the
Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (DTTaS) requested that
a detailed Project Appraisal of what is now proposed be carried out –
as is standard procedure – before the overall Preliminary Design can
be completed. Work on the Project Appraisal has commenced and
should be completed by the end of March and it is envisaged that
the outstanding Preliminary Design work will follow on immediately
from this with a view to completion in draft format by the end of the
second quarter of this year. The Preliminary Design phase facilitates
the design of the new road within the route corridor which is now reflected in both the Clare and Limerick Development Plans. The road,
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when constructed, will occupy a footprint of significantly less width
that that of the corridor. Therefore, the design process will take account of, in so far as is feasible, local concerns by locating the road
as appropriately as possible within the corridor and by incorporating
whatever mitigating measures are required to ensure that any adverse environmental or other impacts which may evolve are negated.
• Doolin Pier and Village Masterplan – The project consultants recently completed preparation of a draft masterplan which was the
subject of a Public Consultation event hosted in Hotel Doolin on June
20th last. A further such event was held in Doolin on 30 November at
which it became clear that most aspects of the draft plan are receiving universal favour but a small number of issues require further feasibility analysis before the plan can be finalised. Arising from same a
meeting was held between representatives of the Doolin community
and the West Clare MD Councillors which concluded that a further
submission from that community would be welcome – the submission has been received by the Council in recent days and is being considered at present. The Council hopes to be in a position to submit
formal planning proposals in relation to the development of a new accommodation building, parking and other ancillary facilities at Doolin
Pier over the coming months.
• Blakes Corner – During the second half of 2016, separate determinations from TII and An Bord Pleannala confirmed that a single stage
approach to development of the project would have to be adapted
and that the appropriate Planning Process to deal with it would be
the Part VIII procedure. The Part VIII Planning application was formally submitted to the Council in early January. The public consultation
stage of same is presently ongoing.
• N85 Kilnamona Realignment Scheme - Preliminary Design work is
reaching a conclusion and Ennis MD Councillors have been briefed
regarding the preferred route proposal. There has been consultation
with effected property owners and further survey and assessment is
ongoing on foot of feedback received from them – on foot of same,
further clarity in relation to the project preliminary design is expected
to emerge later in the Spring.
• N19 Shannon Airport Access Road – Transport Infrastructure Ireland has confirmed its support for this project and it’s willingness to
allow it progress through initial stages of development – appraisal,
feasibility and so on. A topographical survey of the site was completed late last year and the momentum will continue in 2018.
• Ennis South Flood Relief Scheme – The project has been approved
by the OPW. Tenders have been submitted and their assessment by
the project consultants has concluded. Final approval to proceed to
construction is awaited from the OPW.
• West Clare Railway Greenway – Construction work is completed on
the 3.5km section from Ennis Town Centre to Lees Road Sports and
Amenity Park and along a section of similar length between Ennistimon and Lahinch. One to one consultation has been ongoing with
potentially impacted property owners and at this stage approximately
50% have been engaged with. The IFA is also consulted periodically.
The process of identification of the most appropriate route and associated deliberations with land owners will, by its nature, be time
consuming and will be followed by the preparation of a briefing document to facilitate liaison with the Department of Transport regarding
a strategic approach to be adapted in relation to the development of
the overall project – almost 50km of cycleway along the route (in so
far as is feasible) of the West Clare Railway.
• Shannon Embankments: The presently ongoing process of investigation and assessment of the Shannon Town and Airport Embankments is well advanced. A topographical survey of the entire site has
been completed and specialist geotechnical investigations are presently being carried out. It is envisaged that the consultants report,
incorporating the aforementioned assessment along with recommendations regarding a remediation approach (if found to be required)
will issue in March. The current assessment programme is a joint
endeavour involving the OPW and the Shannon Airport Authority and
is being led by Clare Co Council.
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Water Services reform and other issues:
• Transformation Projects – including the Leakage Management
System, Planned Maintenance, the Lab Strategy and the National
Telemetry System – are being progressed nationally.
• Letter from the Minister to the CCMA - A letter issued in January
from the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government to
the CCMA and the Irish Congress of Trade Unions requesting the
commencement of a process of engagement between all stakeholders on the proposed next steps of the transformation programme. The Minister is requesting that all parties involved would
examine the relevant issues in the transformation programme and
report to him by Easter 2018 on the progress made.
• Asset Transfer - Work in relation to Asset Transfer is ongoing.
Water & Wastewater operational – key points
The most significant individual operational items during the month
were:
• Water
• A number of customers were without water intermittently over
a ten (10) day period in mid January in the following locations:
Kilmurry, Kilkishen, Danganbrack, Cragganowen, Enagh GWS, Cappalaheen GWS, Lakyle, Knockatinty GWS . This was the result of a
number of consecutive water main breaks in Sixmilbridge – Kilkishen main in the Kilmurry area. The Water Services Section have
submitted an Asset Needs Brief to Irish Water seeking replacement of this main and will continue to pursue the matter as a priority. A number of customers were without water for one day in
early January in the Mountshannon area due to a system failure
in Mountshannon Water Treatment .
• No other major incidents to report.
• Water Operations staff continue to work with Irish Water and
Contractors associated with the Disinfection Project to try to
complete the commissioning of various sites on the Disinfection
Project.
Wastewater:
• Following surcharging of the sewer network following heavy rain
in Lackyle Heights Ardnacrusha during the month we have under-

taken an inspection (cctv) and cleaning of the sewer network in
the affected area. This has identified a collapsed surface water
pipe which was probably contributing to the surcharging problem.
This has been transferred to the Roads Dept to make the necessary repairs. Additional work may also be required on the sewer
network and this is still under investigation.
• The proposed sub-station for Kilkee pumping station has now received full planning permission and it is hoped the required works
will go to tender shortly on this project.
• No other major incidents to report in Wastewater operations
during January.
Rural Water Programme:
• The Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government
published Circular L1-18 on the 29th December in which the
interim block allocations under Measure 2 of the Rural Water
Programme with Clare County Council allocated €325,000. This
equates to the total furnished to Clare under last year’s allocation. In 2017 the interim allocation was published in June so the
publishing of the block grant this early in the year affords group
schemes the opportunity to undertake works in early 2018. Group
Schemes are requested to submit grant applications as soon as
possible.
• As of 1st January 2018 new subsidy rates are in place with a
significant increase in rates. Subsidy A rates have been increased
from €140 per domestic connection per annum to €231 for privately sourced GWS’s whilst publically sourced GWS’s have seen
subsidy A rates increase from €70 per domestic connection per
annum to €115.
• A new subsidy C has also been introduced as an incentive to
introduce amalgamation / rationalisation with an additional €50
allocated on top of the €231 per domestic connection per annum
for private group schemes who pursue amalgamation / rationalisation.
• Following the Tier 3 meeting with Irish Water in December, Williamstown GWS in Whitegate was inspected in late December and
was subsequently taken in charge by Irish Water on the 10th January 2018. Nutfield GWS was inspected in early January and it is
hoped it will be taken in charge in the near future.
• The National Federation for Group Water Schemes was held on
the 30th January at which there was an attendance of 20 with 11
group schemes represented.

WATER SERVICES (Capital projects):
• Mott MacDonald has been appointed as Consulting Engineers for the 2017-2021 Capital Investment Programme (CIP) in County
Clare following a tender process.
The 2017-2021 CIP currently incorporates three agglomerations in Clare (Shannon, Ennistymon & Newmarket on Fergus) as well as
continuation of wastewater treatment upgrades at Quin and Kilfenora. Lahinch WWTP has now also being included for improvement works.
Untreated agglomerations (UTAS) are Major Capital Projects in addition to the CIP 2017-2021. This involves 5 Clare towns and villages with less than adequate wastewater treatment facilities – Ballyvaughan, Clarecastle, Kilkee, Kilrush & Liscannor. RPS consulting
engineers have been appointed by IW and the project has commenced with a review of the Gate 1 studies and the submission of the
Design Inception Report. Pre-planning meetings with Clare County Council Planning Department have concluded.
• A summary of any changes in status of significant capital projects is set out at the top of the next page:
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WATER PROJECTS
Rockmount WTP

Irish Water has approved funding for the following works in relation to Rockmount WTP:
•
Purchase land and construct a pumping station north of Milltown Malbay.
•
Decommission the existing Rockmount WTP.
•
Construct new 1,000 cubic meter reservoir on the site of the decommissioned WTP.
•
Linkage to existing countywide SCADA, consistent with Irish Water Specifications.
Tenders for the watermain replacement between Mullagh and Milltown Malbay have been
returned and are currently being assessed and an appointment for a Contractor (Mains Replacement) is due in the coming weeks.
Survey Work at the Reservoir is continuing. A pre-planning meeting to discuss this element
of the project took place on 14/12/17. A tender to complete an Asbestos survey has been
issued.

Networks Portfolio

Works on the Networks Portfolio will include establishment of District Metering Area’s and
a countywide Find&Fix leak programme, initial locations in Shannon M.D. and West Clare
M.D. have been agreed and works commenced week beginning 29th Jan

Water Treatment Plant Upgrades Old & New Doolough, Corofin and Ballymacraven WTP have been approved for upgrades.
RPS have been appointed as Consultants and site visits have taken place. Data gathering on
the Project is ongoing.
Bealaha Mains Replacement

1.5km of mains replacement; Tender documents have been returned and are currently being assessed.

WASTEWATER PROJECTS
Clare UTAS
• Ballyvaughan; • Clarecastle
• Kilkee; • Kilrush; Liscannor

RPS has been appointed as Consulting Engineers. A Design Inception Report has been submitted and accepted by IW. The projects under UTAS are at pre-planning stages.

Clare CIP 2017-2021
• Shannon WwTP; • Ennistymon
WwTP; • Lahinch WwTP;
Newmarket on Fergus Outfall

Mott MacDonald has been appointed as Consulting Engineers and has commenced the
Gate 1 studies. An interim upgrade Design Options Report has been submitted for Shannon
WwTP which is under review with IW.

Clonroadmore wastewater treat- Project Completed
ment plant (Ennis) upgrade
Shannon wastewater treatment
plant upgrade phase 1 – inlet
works

Project Completed – The Final Account is agreed.

Francis Street Pumpstation
Upgrade

Tender docs for Francis St have been issued to the market. The project will involve an upgrade of the four pumps in the storm overflow chamber and ancillary works.

Kilfenora WWTP upgrade

A Design Review Report with a preferred treatment option has been submitted by the consultant and is under review by Irish Water. Third part surveys have been completed. The
data arising from the surveys has been submitted to the Consultants.

Quin WWTP upgrade

This project has now advanced to Detailed Design Stage. Site investigations and third party
surveys have been completed.

Flow Monitoring Project

Physical installation of equipment has been completed and commissioning phase ongoing.

NCAP – National Certificate of
Authorisation Programme

This Programme will review all EPA Certified Wastewater plants with a P.E. of less than 500
and their impact on receiving waters. Ballycannon Meelick and Kilmihil WWTP’s in Co.Clare
have been included in the first round of assessments. RPS has been appointed as Consultants to this project, data gathering has commenced.

RURAL WATER PROGRAMME:
• Further to the publication of the full allocation of the Rural
Water Programme for Block and Scheme Specific Grant Allocations on the 20th September Clare County Council have been
notified that the final date for receipt of claims is the 29th November.

deadline of the 29th of November this is putting extreme pressure on Groups to complete works given the necessity to adhere
to the tender process.
• 1no. group scheme application for taking in charge was submitted to Irish Water in the month of October whilst another
two schemes have commenced land transfer proceedings as
part of completing taking in charge applications.

• Currently upgrade works are ongoing in 6 schemes. Due to the
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Fire & Building Control Section (Main Activities)

NOV ‘17

YEAR TO DATE

Number of Emergency Calls Attended

85

85

Number of Fire Safety Certificates Received

5

5

Number of Fire Safety Certificates Granted

6

6

Number of Fire Safety Certificates Invalidated

0

0

Number of Disability Access Certificates Received

4

4

Number of Disability Access Certificates Granted

5

5

Number of Commencement Notices Received

29

29

Number of Dangerous Structures/Places Complaints

4

4

FIRE SERVICE:
• Six people completed a Winch Operator Training Course provided by Clare County Fire & Rescue Service. The participants
were from Ennis & Shannon Fire Brigades. Participants covered
recovery techniques for use at road based incidents.

ENVIRONMENT
Gardening Section
• The shredding of 850 Christmas trees, brought for free by members
of the public to Clare County Councils Garden Depot and Recycling
Centres located across the county was completed. The mulch from the
shredded trees will be reused by farmers in Co. Clare as horse bedding.
This was promoted as part of the Green Christmas Campaign and the
Active Ennis Annual Christmas Tree Throwing Event.

• The Gardening section continued to maintain very high standards
in ensuring the attractiveness of the towns and villages in the county.
Civic Amenity Sites/Recycling Centres

• Improvement works at sites, including the installation of a Petrol

Interceptor at Scarriff to comply with EPA licensing, were successfully
completed. New linemarking will be completed when the weather improves and will further improve safety and traffic management at the
site. Public feedback in relation to the new site layout has been positive.
Bring Banks
• Concrete plinths have been completed at Bring Banks Sites at Labasheeda and Kilrush, which will improve the appearance of the sites
and will improve health and safety by allowing efficient cleaning up of
broken glass.
Clare County Council Waste Prevention Grant Scheme was announced.

• It aims to support communities to develop community led projects

on waste prevention, re-use and repair activities, including workshops
in their local areas, and encourage partnership between local businesses, local schools, charities, community and voluntary groups. Grants up
to a maximum of €1,500 may be applied for. Amongst those that are invited to apply are community and voluntary groups, charities, schools
and businesses. Applications should be made to Clare County Council,
Environment Section on or before 23rd February 2018.

Green Festival Training
• The Environmental Awareness Officer attended the Clare Tourism
Green Festival Ambassador Leader training modules. This initiative has
been positively received by the 11 festivals participating. The Environment Section in conjunction with Limerick Clare Energy Agency will
continue to support Clare Tourism with this initiative during 2018.
New Recycling List and Recycling Ambassador Programme
• The Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment has published the first single, national standard list of recyclable
items. This can be viewed at http://recyclinglistireland.ie/. It aims to
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43 Personnel completed a Breathing Apparatus Refreshed
Course provided by Clare County Fire & Rescue Service. The participants were from all stations and H.Q. and the course was held
in Clonmel Training Centre. All personnel revised techniques in
Fire Fighting and rescue of persons from fire.
eliminate the confusion that currently exists around what goes into a
recycle bin and the materials that should not. This national campaign
is currently being delivered through the Regional Waste Offices as part
of countrywide campaign. Environment Section, will work with the
Southern Region Waste Management Office in promoting this and the
associated Recycling Ambassador Programme, in Co. Clare throughout
2018.
Waste Regulation and Management

• Inspection schedules for the 2018 RMCEI report are being finalised
along with reporting returns for 2017. This will be incorporated into
the overall Environment RMCEI plan for the Environment section for
submission to the EPA.
Waste Enforcement

• Work continued in policing and prosecution of illegal waste activity
throughout the County. A total of 68 new complaints (all areas) were
opened on the central records system in January, the majority of which
relate to illegal dumping. Legal proceedings are currently underway
against three individuals.
• Two checkpoints were set up in January at locations in Ennis & Clarecastle where persistent dumping has been a problem. These checkpoints were co-ordinated with the assistance of An Garda Síochána
with further follow up works also being planned for these sites.
• Increased use of social media in relation to enforcement will be a
more prominent feature in the coming months. This initiative is being
progressed in conjunction with the environmental awareness team.
• Notification has been received from the DCCAE that applications
are being invited for grant aid under the Anti Dumping Initiative. Clare
County Council will be making an application under the scheme.
Capital Projects
• Appoinment of the preferred Tenderer for the construction of the
public toilets and amenity building in Spanish Point is now due to take
place, following receipt of post tender correspondence from them.
Work on the ground will commence as soon as possible thereafter.

• Issues that have delayed contractor appointment for the Lahinch toilets and amenity facility are now nearing agreement. Re-engagement
with the preferred tender will then take place.

• Preliminary design options for the public toilets in Kilkee remains
ongoing.
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A tribute to Colm Wiley, R.I.P.
The Mayor of Clare, Councillor Tom McNamara, has paid
tribute to former Clare County Councillor and Cathaoirleach of Clare County Council, Colm Wiley who passed
away on January 31st.
Mr. Wiley, a native of Bodyke, served as Cathaoirleach
from 1993 to 1995 and was a Fianna Fáil member of Clare
County Council for 30 years (1979 to 2009).
Mayor of Clare Councillor Tom McNamara said, “Colm
was one of the longest serving members of Clare County
Council and was liked by all of his colleagues and those
who had the pleasure of working with him. As a Councillor he was well spoken, hard working for the people of
East Clare and the wider county, and used his fine sense
of humour to good effect even when dealing with difficult situations. His love of GAA is well known and he will
be missed by all who knew him and had the pleasure of
working with him.”
“My thoughts today are with Colm’s wife, Marie and his
family. Ar dheis Dé go raibh a anam,” added the Mayor.
Pat Dowling, Chief Executive of Clare County Council, paid
tribute to the late Colm Wiley acknowledging his “long
and distinguished career.”
Pictures courtesy of The Clare Champion
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THE MONTH IN PICTURES
JANUARY 2018

A play area for Connolly NS, funded through Clare County Council,
was recently opened by Mayor Tom McNamara (right) pictured
with Cllrs Christy Curtin and Gabriel Keating, Minister Pat Breen

Pictured L-R at the site of a proposed 50-unit social housing PPP
Scheme in Shannon; Cllr PJ Ryan, Pat Dowling; Chief Executive;
Joe Carey T.D, Cllr Mike McKee, Cathaoirleach of Shannon MD;
Minister Eoghan Murphy; Minister of State Pat Breen; Liam
Conneally, Director of Social Development; Senator Martin
Conway;Cllr Gerry Flynn,Cathaoirleach of the Social Development

The Mayor of Clare Councillor, Tom McNamara, and Mayor of
Ennis, Councillor Paul Murphy, addressed a commemoration
event marking the 60th anniversary of the Carmody’s Hotel
disaster in Ennis. Ennis MD part-funded a publication on the
incident which claimed the lives of 8 people on 16th January

Cllr John Crowe, Cllr Tom McNamara (Mayor of Clare), Leonard
Cleary (Acting Director of Social Development) and Cllr Christy
Curtin at a recent AILG conference. Pic The Clare Champion

Mayor of Ennis Councillor Paul Murphy and Deputy Mayor of Ennis
COuncillor Ann Norton pictured at the 2018 Irish Christmas Tree
Throwing Championship at Active Ennis Tim Smythe Park.

Mayor of Clare Councillor Tom McNamara hosted a visit
to Áras Contae an Chláir by senior pupils from Connolly
NS, Inch NS and Kilmaley NS.
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